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Abstract 
 

The problem of resource saving on the example of geometric location of objects is considered. Such 
processes are known as problems of cutting, packing and geometrical covering. The majority of these 
problems are NP-hard. Nowadays there are still no algorithms of polynomial complexity to find optimum 
solutions for the above problems. Therefore, in the modern world much attention is paid to the study and 
development of approximate efficient algorithms for their solution. In practice, it is profitable to use 
heuristic multi-pass algorithms. They make it possible to find a rational solution but do not guarantee the 
optimum. The paper describes the matrix data processing technology to construct solutions for geometrical 
location problems. Thus, it is possible to form different variants of algorithms with a common structure. 
And further study of the effectiveness of the obtained algorithms allows us to determine the best of them. 
This process is described in the given paper. The estimation of efficiency of algorithms constructed on the 
basis of the described technology is checked on the example of the solution of a two-criterion complex 
problem of geometrical location. The stages of solving the problem are described. The computing 
experiment results based on the specially generated non-waste examples with a unitary coefficient of 
covering and cutting are given. The variants of the algorithm for the rational use of resources are 
determined. 
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1. Introduction 

Technological processes often use the step of item cutting or location taking into account their 

geometric peculiarities. This step is urgent for resource saving and it is difficult for decision making. 

Currently, many scientists are developing effective algorithms for practical problems of resource 

saving (Bouaine, Lebbar, & Ha, 2018; Kallrath, Rebennack, Kallrath & Kusche, 2014; Kartak, Marchenko, 

Petunin, Sesekin, & Fabarisova, 2017; Kartak & Ripatti, 2018; Kulga & Menshikov, 2014; Lua & Huang, 

2015; Paquay, Schyns, & Limbourg, 2016; Rothe & Reyer, 2017). 

Technological process is the way to design solutions and to create various algorithms with a common 

structure. The paper summarizes several techniques of developing and creating algorithms to solve 

geometrical location problems.  

We can list basic problems of geometrical location (Filippova & Valiakhmetova, 2014; Wang & 

Wascher, 2002): 

 Linear (one-dimensional) material cutting; 

 Cutting of sheets to rectangular items; 

 Packing three-dimensional containers; 

 Cutting and location of shaped objects in the given area; 

 Maximum covering of linear material; 

 Rectangular geometrical covering. 

The classification of basic models for geometrical location problems is given in (Dykhoff, 1990; 

Mukhacheva, Mukhacheva, Valeeva, & Kartak, 2004). 

The problem of optimum geometrical location occurs in practice both as an autonomous problem 

and as a sub-problem. Besides, complex problems are being researched nowadays. The first example is a 

problem of geometrical covering and cutting (Filippova & Valiakhmetova, 2014), where it is required to 

find a plan of covering some area (for example, floor) and a plan of cutting some material to covering items 

(for example, linoleum). The problem is a double-criterion one: it is needed to minimize the material 

consumption and to maximize the covering items’ sizes. Another variant of developing a combined cutting-

covering problem represents a problem of covering some special technical objects, such as shells, with 

sheet material (Kulga & Menshikov, 2014).  

Despite a great variety of the location problems, all of them have the same structure. There exist two 

groups of objects, and a correspondence between the elements of these groups is established and estimated. 

This structure makes it possible to develop and use similar approaches to generating solutions for different 

problems. 

 

2. Problem Statement 

To begin, we examine a complex problem of geometrical covering and cutting. Some information 

concerning MOP (multi-coherent orthogonal polygon) and rectangular resource sizes are given and it is 

required to find the MOP covering plan and the plan of rectangular resource cutting to covering elements, 

at that it is necessary to maximize the covering elements’ sizes and to minimize the consumption (area or 
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amount) of the resource to be cut. This problem is formalized by a mathematical model of the problem with 

two goal functions. 

To describe MOP covering areas we enter the rectangular coordinate system: here the axes Ox and 

Oy coincide correspondingly with the bottom and the left flanks of the rectangle that goes round the 

covering area (Figure 01,a).  Wand L denote the width and the length of the rectangle enveloping MOP. 

Location of each rectangular prohibited zone Bν is defined by coordinates (χν, ην) of its bottom left corner 

and by sizes µνλω νν ,1,, = , where μ is the number of prohibited zones.  
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Figure 01. Complex problem statement: (a) MOP P with prohibited zones Bν; (b) resource sizes 

(sheets/semi-endless roll) 

 

3. Research Questions 

Given: MOP to be covered is denoted by the set µνλωηχ νννν ,1),,(),,(,, == LWP . Besides, 

there is a non-limited number of rectangular sheets of length Θ and width h (for problems with resource of 

sheets), or there is a semi-endless roll of width h, which is to be cut to rectangular items (Figure 01, b). 

There is also some information about waste material in the form of a set of rectangular items K= (k1, k2, 

…kτ) with sizes 
τ,1, =× ++ jwl jj . 

Required: to find a plan of covering MOP P; a plan of cutting of rectangular resource to rectangular 

items; to minimize the function values, characterizing the efficiency of solution for geometrical covering 

and cutting sub-problems:  
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Where { }),...,,(),,...,,(, 2121 mm llllwwwwmT ===  is a set of m rectangular items with the sizes

milw ii ,1, =× , they cover MOP and are subjected to be cut out of the resource and wastes; li, wi  are the 

length and width of the covering item Tti ∈ , +∪= KQT , where Q is a number of rectangular items 

covering MOP, the items are cut out of the standard resource; K+ is a set of rectangular items that are cut 
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out of the waste material; Nsheet  is a number of the used rectangular sheets (in case the cutting problem uses 

the sheet resource); Lstrip is the length of the occupied part of a semi-endless strip (in case the cutting 

problem uses the roll resource), ( ) iiii
mi

strip yxlxL ′′+′=
=

,;max
..1

 are coordinates of the left bottom angle of a 

rectangle with the number i in the plan of rectangular resource cutting (in the frame of axes of rectangular 

resource). 

To formalize the problem, we enter some additional variables x
ijz , y

ijz , x
iz ν

~ and y
iz ν

~ , so that 1=x
ijz  

( 1=y
ijz ),  if the rectangular element’s projection I on the axis Ох (Оу) is lower than the projection of the 

rectangular element j on the axis Ох (Оу),  otherwise 0=x
ijz ( 0=y

ijz ); 1~ =x
iz ν ( 1~ =y

iz ν ), if the rectangular 

item projection i on the axes Ох (Оу)  is to the left (lower) of the prohibited zone projection v on the axis 

Ох (Оу), otherwise 0~ =x
iz ν  ( 0~ =y

iz ν ). 

Then it is necessary to find the following: 

1. A set T of rectangular items covering MOP P and the corresponding covering plan, that is, for 

every Tti ∈  it is needed to find a set of values iiii wlyx ,,, , where xi, yi  are coordinates of the item’s left 

bottom corner in the coordinate system of the area P;  

li, and wi are the length and the width of a rectangular item correspondingly, so that: 

,hli ≤ Θ≤iw , mi ,1= ,        
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The conditions (1) impose restrictions on the sizes of covering rectangular item: they must not 

exceed the size of the rectangular resource. The conditions (2) and (3) specify the admissible position of 

rectangular items in the MOP: they must not exceed the boundaries of the MOP. The conditions (4) – (6) 

provide non-overlapping of rectangular items with each other; the conditions (7) – (9) provide non-

overlapping of rectangular items with prohibited zones. The condition (10) describes necessity of full 

geometrical covering of the MOP with rectangular items without gaps.  

2. The plan to cut the orthogonal resource to rectangular items of the set T is such as to meet the 

following conditions: 

0≥′ix , 0≥′iy , mi ,1= ,        

 (11) 
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The conditions (11) – (12) provide admissible location of rectangular items inside the orthogonal 

resource; the conditions (13) – (15) ensure that rectangular items do not overlap each other. 

The goal functions min Fcov(T) and min Fcut(T) make it possible to compare the quality of different 

solutions for the same problem, but do not make it possible to compare the solution efficiency for different 

problems as their values depend on the initial data, for example, on the sizes of the resource and of the 

MOP.  

That is why the quality of solutions is also estimated with the help of two relative indicators: 

 For the geometrical covering problem we calculate the covering coefficient  

, 

where SMOPand Sresourse are the areas of the MOP and the resource correspondingly, PT and Presourse are 

summarized perimeters of the covering items and of the resource correspondingly; 

 For the orthogonal cutting problem we define the cutting coefficient as follows 

. 

The geometrical covering coefficient equals 1, if joints of the covering items are only on the 

boundaries of MOP and do not go into the inner area, otherwise kcov < 1. 
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If the problem is solved without any waste material the cutting coefficient equals 1, otherwise 

kcut < 1. 

The covering and cutting coefficients contradict each other because maximization of the sizes of 

covering items results in decrease of the cutting coefficient (waste increases). And vice versa, when the 

sizes of cutting elements are small, the cutting coefficient increases but the covering one decreases. 

 

4. Purpose of the Study 

The study of algorithms for solving cutting-packing problems has shown that there exist several 

common approaches, i.e. technologies, to developing and designing new algorithms. The paper 

(Dyaminova & Filippova, 2016) describes the following technologies of designing algorithms for solving 

geometrical location problems: layer-by-layer; level; non-level; block; matrix; based on special geometric 

structures. The level and matrix technologies are used for designing algorithms to solve the formulated 

above problem. 

Application of the level technology for the complex problem of geometrical covering and cutting is 

based on sequential execution of algorithms for solving each of the following stages (sub-problems). 

Stage I:  decomposition of MOP.  

The geometrical component of the above problem makes imposes certain difficulties in the 

transformation of information while designing solutions. It is connected with geometrical peculiarities of 

the area in which items are located. This stage is aimed at describing the initial MOP as a set of rectangular 

areas to be covered.  

To solve this stage, the authors of the given paper use a level algorithm (Simonis & O’Sullivan, 

2008) and a matrix method of presenting geometric information (Dyaminova & Filippova, 2016). 

Every area to be covered is presented as a matrix in the above algorithm of (Dyaminova & Filippova, 

2016).  In the 2D matrix every cell represents a pixel on a plane. The matrix elements show whether an area 

is uncovered, or once-covered or iteratively-covered by geometrical items.  

Earlier, the authors of the given paper proposed an algorithm based on the matrix method to solve 

the following problem. 

The rectangle location problem in a multi-coherent orthogonal polygon (MOP). There is given an 

orthogonal polygonal area, it is enveloped by a rectangle with the known width W and length L, and there 

are given the co-ordinates (χν, ην) and the sizes (ων, λν), µν ,1=  of rectangular obstacles inside the area 

(Figure 02 a). It is required to find the plan for location of rectangular item with the maximum coefficient 

of location. 

The algorithm based on the matrix technology of designing rectangular item location inside a 

polygonal area is described in detail in (Dyaminova & Filippova, 2016), where the MOP presents a two-

dimensional binary array. 

All faces of the obstacles are lined through. So the area with obstacles becomes covered with a 

network (Figure 02 b), each cell of which either does not contain any obstacle (value «0» in the binary 

matrix), or represents an obstacle or a part of it (value «1» in the binary matrix). Then an initial empty cell 

is chosen (for example, left bottom one), and according to some criterion the adjacent empty cells are 
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integrated into a rectangular box starting with the first chosen. Possible criteria to choose the direction of 

integration are as follows: horizontal, vertical, diagonal (alternation of horizontal and vertical), random 

choice of direction (equiprobable; user-defined – when manually done; proportional - when the choice 

depends on the area’s length and width). The integration continues till the moment when an obstacle is 

encountered, after that a new initial cell is found and all steps are repeated. The process goes on until all 

empty cells are referred to some rectangular area (box). As a result, the original MOP is divided into 

rectangular domains into which rectangular items are to be located (Figure 02 c). Thus, the problem goes 

down to the 2D packing problem.  

The algorithms based on matrix technology have shown high efficiency on both real and generated 

test examples of problems of rectangular location and of geometrical covering (Dyaminova & Filippova, 

2016; Kulga & Menshikov, 2014). 

 

(χν, ην)

λν
ων

L

W

1   0      0      0   0      0        0     0

1   0      0      0   0      0        1     0
0   0      0      0   0      0        0     0
0   0      1      1   0      0        0     0

0   0      0      0   0      0        0     1

0   0      0      1   1      0        0     1
 

(a)                                               (b)                                            (c) 

Figure 02. Example of matrix decomposition of MOP into rectangular boxes: (a) Multi-coherent 

orthogonal polygon; (b) binary matrix construction; (c) resulting integration of cells into rectangular 

boxes 

 

Stage II: geometrical covering.  

The covering plan to each area is found provided that rectangular items to be located are of the 

maximum size for the given resource. It means that the sub-problem of geometrical covering for the 

rectangular area is being solved. For this, the following can be used: 

 the simple single-pass algorithm “bottom left” (Chazelle, 1983), it starts working from the 

uncovered bottom  left point and covers the area with a rectangle of the maximum admissible size at 

every pace; 

 the algorithm offered in, it is a modification of the sequential value correction (Mukhacheva et 

al., 2004) and it takes into account the covering resource excess expenditure; it is a multi-pass algorithm 

that makes it possible to find the local-optimum covering plan; 

 the multi-pass algorithm of local search for optimum based on the evolutional strategy 

(Mukhacheva et al., 2004). 

Stage III: orthogonal cutting.  

At the last stage, a cutting sub-problem is solved, when it is required to find the plan for cutting 

resource to covering items. Any known algorithm for solving the rectangular packing problem can be used 

here. For this purpose we used the following: 

 fast one-pass algorithm “first fitting”; 
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 multi-pass algorithm of sequential value correction (Mukhacheva et al., 2004), it takes account 

of the per-detail expenses when the ordered sequence of items to be cut is generated; 

layer-by-layer algorithm with values (Dyaminova & Filippova, 2016), based on the layer-by-layer 

technology that takes account of the per-detail material consumption rate. 

 

5. Research Methods 

In the described below series of experiments, as test examples we used some specially generated 

initial data providing the so-called non-waste solution for the problem. In such examples there exist a 

solution (the covering plan and the cutting plan) when coefficients of geometrical covering and of cutting 

both equal 1. 

Experiment №1. Comparison of effectiveness of the level method and the matrix one for designing 

the general algorithms of a complex problem of geometrical covering and cutting on non-waste examples. 

These are the three-step methods of solving the problem, here at each step one sub-problem is solved 

by one of the possible algorithms. The output information of one sub-problem becomes the initial data for 

the next problem. We have investigated the efficiency of two general algorithms in which simple heuristics 

are used for solving sub-problems of covering and cutting. They are: 

 one algorithm M1 based on the matrix technology that uses the following: 

stage 1 – the sub-problem of MOP decomposition: matrix decomposition algorithm,   

stage 2 – the geometrical covering sub-problem: - “bottom left” algorithm, 

stage 3 – the cutting sub-problem: “first fitting” algorithm; 

 another algorithm L1 based on the level technology that employs the following: 

stage 1 – the problem of MOP decomposition: level algorithm, 

stage 2 – the geometrical covering sub-problem: - “bottom left” algorithm, 

stage 3 – the cutting sub-problem: “first fitting” algorithm. 

Ten non-waste problems have been solved and the results of the experiment №1 are shown in the 

tables 01 and 02. 

 

Table 01.  Cutting coefficients of non-waste problems obtained by the algorithms of different 
technologies 

Technology 
№ of problem 

Average 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Matrix (M1) 0,94 0,98 1,00 0,94 0,97 0,95 0,93 0,89 0,95 0,99 0,99 
Level (L1) 0,96 1,00 1,00 0,94 0,96 0,94 0,93 0,88 0,95 0,99 0,95 

 

Table 02.  Covering coefficients of non-waste problems obtained by the algorithms of different 
technologies 

Technology 
№ of problem 

Average 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Matrix (M1) 0,56 0,56 0,57 0,57 0,53 0,53 0,38 0,52 0,84 0,53 0,54 
Level (L1) 0,56 0,57 0,54 0,57 0,52 0,50 0,37 0,54 0,84 0,55 0,54 
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As one can see from the tables 01 and 02, when the algorithm based on the matrix technology is 

used, it results in higher efficiency of solution: the cutting coefficient differs insignificantly on average. 

However, the geometrical covering coefficient is a bit higher on average if the matrix algorithm is used.  

So we have used the matrix algorithms in the next experiment for researching the effectiveness of 

the algorithm variants based on one technology.  

Experiment №2. Research of the effectiveness of different algorithm combinations to solve the 

sub-problems that compose variants of the matrix algorithms for solving problems of geometrical covering 

and cutting 

The effectiveness of nine general algorithms on the basis of the matrix technology has been studied.  

The following algorithms were used for solving sub-problems at each stage: 

stage 1 – the sub-problem of MOP decomposition: matrix decomposition algorithm (M),   

stage 2 – the geometrical covering sub-problem: “bottom left” algorithm (BL), sequential value 

correction algorithm (V); evolutional algorithm (E);   

stage 3 – the cutting sub-problem: “first fitting” algorithm (F), sequential value correction algorithm 

(V), layer-by-layer algorithm with values (L).  

Thus, we received the following variants of the general algorithm M+BL+F (M1), M+BL+V (M2), 

M+BL+L (M3), M+V+F (M4), M+V+V (M5), M+V+L (M6), M+E+F (M7), M+E+V (M8), M+E+L 

(M9). 

Tables 03 and 04 show the results of each of the 10 non-waste problems generated at random and 

the average values of the geometrical covering coefficient and of the cutting one. The highlighted cells 

show the best variants in the column. 

On average, the best result for solving a complex problem, from the point of view of geometrical 

covering efficiency, is received with the help of the combination M+E+L (M9), in case when the evolutional 

algorithm is used to solve the geometrical covering sub-problem and the layer-by-layer algorithm with 

values to solve the orthogonal cutting sub-problem. All other algorithm combinations are considerably 

behindhand as for the geometrical covering coefficient is concerned, both in separate examples and on 

average. 

 

Table 03.  Covering coefficients of different variants of the matrix algorithm for solving the complex 
problem of geometrical covering and cutting 

№ of problem 
Variant of the algorithm 

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 
1 0,559 0,557 0,558 0,527 0,548 0,561 0,575 0,529 0,538 
2 0,561 0,543 0,541 0,552 0,550 0,551 0,550 0,580 0,569 
3 0,568 0,563 0,560 0,510 0,530 0,550 0,533 0,585 0,503 
4 0,571 0,588 0,585 0,586 0,570 0,571 0,569 0,567 0,563 
5 0,530 0,516 0,520 0,538 0,513 0,535 0,521 0,520 0,501 
6 0,528 0,517 0,507 0,531 0,529 0,519 0,518 0,496 0,519 
7 0,376 0,370 0,381 0,372 0,390 0,362 0,369 0,391 0,367 
8 0,521 0,540 0,540 0,533 0,533 0,537 0,534 0,556 0,534 
9 0,840 0,838 0,836 0,837 0,826 0,837 0,833 0,832 0,834 

10 0,530 0,555 0,492 0,529 0,531 0,553 0,541 0,664 0,560 
Average 0,54 0,54 0,53 0,53 0,536 0,538 0,535 0,55 0,53 
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Table 04.  Cutting coefficients of different variants of the matrix algorithm for solving the complex 
problem of geometrical covering and cutting 

№ of problem 
Variant of the algorithm 

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 
1 0,936 0,942 0,936 0,927 0,927 0,946 0,945 0,932 0,959 
2 0,982 0,982 1,000 0,991 0,986 0,991 0,986 0,986 0,991 
3 0,995 0,986 0,986 0,991 0,991 0,995 0,991 0,995 0,991 
4 0,936 0,950 0,932 0,955 0,932 0,959 0,945 0,941 0,941 
5 0,968 0,955 0,968 0,964 0,964 0,955 0,968 0,950 0,973 
6 0,951 0,964 0,951 0,964 0,950 0,942 0,955 0,955 0,964 
7 0,929 0,936 0,936 0,936 0,936 0,936 0,936 0,936 0,936 
8 0,887 0,880 0,884 0,876 0,874 0,891 0,880 0,895 0,891 
9 0,954 0,952 0,947 0,959 0,959 0,956 0,932 0,945 0,939 

10 0,991 0,986 0,995 0,995 0,986 0,991 0,986 0,973 0,987 
Average 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,96 0,95 0,96 0,95 0,95 0,96 

 

6. Findings 

The algorithm combination M+E+V (M8) shows the best result for the orthogonal cutting sub-

problems. At the stage of solving the geometrical covering sub-problem, the evolutional algorithm was 

used.  At the stage of solving the orthogonal cutting sub-problem, the sequential value correction algorithm 

was applied. It is worth noting that other algorithm combinations also result in quite efficient solutions. The 

orthogonal cutting coefficient differs insignificantly in cases with M+V+L (M6) and M+V+F (M4) 

combinations. It occurs when the sequential value correction algorithm is used at the stage of solving the 

geometrical covering sub-problems, and the layer-by-layer with values algorithm and the first fitting one 

are applied at the stage of solving the orthogonal cutting sub-problem. It is also significant that only one 

algorithm variant shows the optimal solution for the cutting sub-problem. It is the algorithm with M+BL+L 

(M3) combination. Neither variant gives the optimal covering plan. 

 

7. Conclusion 

We propose schemes of implementation of variants of algorithms for solving the complex problem 

of geometrical covering and cutting, these variants are based on the level and the matrix technologies. One 

of the computing experiments has shown the advantage of the matrix technology as far as the covering 

quality is concerned. The structure of the matrix technology made it possible to realize nine variants of the 

matrix algorithm for solving the complex problem. The computing experiment singled out the best of them 

from the point of view of effectiveness of covering and cutting. 

We have used the special non-waste examples with preset optimal plans of covering and cutting to 

evaluate the efficiency and we come to conclusion that neither algorithm under consideration has got the 

optimal solution. It means that it is necessary to keep on improving the ways of designing algorithms for 

solving NP-hard complex problems of geometrical covering and cutting. 
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